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中文提要
近年來，在電腦與網路的發展下機器人產業逐漸成長。除學術應用外，娛樂
型機器人帶給我們全新的表演方式與娛樂。機器人人偶劇場為其中重要的發展議
題。因機器人人偶劇場除整合機器人基本的語音與動作，更具備傳達人類情感的
能力。本論文基於以上的考量，開發一套機器人劇場編輯平台，目的為使不同年
齡層的使用者，皆能以簡易且快速的方式來操控機器人並設計能讓機器人演出使
用者設計的劇本。本平台開發上加入遊戲設計的概念，使劇本內容的編輯上能具
備有分歧且多元的特性。最後，本平台透過時間軸驅動控制演戲的流程並藉此解
決同步問題，使劇本內容的規劃更具準確性與彈性。從實驗的結果，可看出利用
本平台編輯劇本所具備的簡易性與彈性。本論文之成果將以影片呈現，請至
YouTube 網 站 搜 尋 “ An Editorial Platform for Screenplay of Interactive
Robotic”。
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英文提要
In recent years, due to the development of computers and the Internet, the
robotics industry has steadily grown. Besides academic applications, entertainment
robots can also be programed to bring us unprecedented performances that many
people can enjoy. Robotic puppet shows are an important part of the entertainment
robot field. The robot can integrate the basic ability to speak, make poses and human
like expressions. Based on the considerations above, this thesis describes an Editorial
Platform for Screenplay of Interactive Robotic Puppet Shows (EPFS). EPFS lets users
in different age groups control robots and allows them to write the screenplays for
drama performances in a simple and fast way. In the platform users have the ability to
use game design concepts that allow them to make diverse screenplays and a
multitude of different storylines. Finally, the platform controls and records the
story-making process by constructing a timeline. In doing so, problems caused by
robotic expression and interaction can be solved. In addition, the arrangement of
screenplays will be more flexible and accurate. According to the results of the
experiment the platform proves to be flexible and easy to use. A video presentation of
the thesis has been posted on YouTube, please search the title below“An Editorial
Platform for Screenplay of Interactive Robotic”.
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摘要
近年來，在電腦與網路的發展下機器人產業逐漸成長。除學術應用外，娛樂
型機器人帶給我們全新的表演方式與娛樂。機器人人偶劇場為其中重要的發展議
題。因機器人人偶劇場除整合機器人基本的語音與動作，更具備傳達人類情感的
能力。本論文基於以上的考量，開發一套機器人劇場編輯平台，目的為使不同年
齡層的使用者，皆能以簡易且快速的方式來操控機器人並設計能讓機器人演出使
用者設計的劇本。本平台開發上加入遊戲設計的概念，使劇本內容的編輯上能具
備有分歧且多元的特性。最後，本平台透過時間軸驅動控制演戲的流程並藉此解
決同步問題，使劇本內容的規劃更具準確性與彈性。從實驗的結果，可看出利用
本平台編輯劇本所具備的簡易性與彈性。本論文之成果將以影片呈現，請至
YouTube網站搜尋“An Editorial Platform for Screenplay of Interactive Robotic”。

關鍵詞：娛樂型機器人、機器人人偶劇場、時間軸
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, due to the development of computers and the Internet, the robotics
industry has steadily grown. Besides academic applications, entertainment robots can
also be programed to bring us unprecedented performances that many people can enjoy.
Robotic puppet shows are an important part of the entertainment robot field. The robot
can integrate the basic ability to speak, make poses and human like expressions. Based
on the considerations above, this thesis describes an Editorial Platform for Screenplay
of Interactive Robotic Puppet Shows (EPFS). EPFS lets users in different age groups
control robots and allows them to write the screenplays for drama performances in a
simple and fast way. In the platform users have the ability to use game design concepts
that allow them to make diverse screenplays and a multitude of different storylines.
Finally, the platform controls and records the story-making process by constructing a
timeline. In doing so, problems caused by robotic expression and interaction can be
solved. In addition, the arrangement of screenplays will be more flexible and accurate.
According to the results of the experiment the platform proves to be flexible and easy to
use. A video presentation of the thesis has been posted on YouTube, please search the
title below“An Editorial Platform for Screenplay of Interactive Robotic”.
Keywords：Entertainment robot, Robotic puppet shows, Timeline
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
In today’s world Robots are replacing humans in many jobs that are too trivial or
dangerous for people to do. The introduction of robots into our society has begun to
make many people’s lives more convenient and safer than ever. The use of robotics
can be applied to academic and industrial applications as well as many other fields.
Service and entertainment robots have gradually made their entrance into our daily
lives. This paper discusses the development an Editorial Platform for Screenplay of
Interactive Robotic Puppet Shows (EPFS) which applies to multiple-type robots that
are used in the entertainment field. The graphic and intuitional user interfaces are easy
enough for a child to operate. This paper discusses a platform that has been developed
to control multiple-types of robots in a simple way. Because the platform can control
more than one robot at the same time it is a suitable technology to be used in robotic
puppet shows which are like real dramas.
Dramas and games have many similarities; they are both forms of art that can
also be enjoyed as recreational activities. The biggest difference between drama and
games is that a drama is passive, and game is interactive. The content of drama is
directly presented to the audience, in the form of television or movies. In dramas the
audience only can watch as the story unfolds. In contrast, games allow users to take
1

part in the story, which as a result could make the ending of the story different. In
short, playing games is just about making continuous choices. For example, in
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-playing Game (MMORPG) each player’s role is
the same when they first start playing. As each individual player makes their own
choices these players cause each character in the story to have a distinctly different
fate. Choices can be split into two types, meaningless and meaningful. Meaningless
choices include the ability to change the gender and appearance of a character. These
details may have little or no effect on the outcome of the story itself. On the other
hand, meaningful choices have critical effects on the direction of the story. In addition,
during story development there are scripted events and triggered events [1]. Scripted
events are previously arranged and they cannot be changed by the choices that
characters make. For example: weather conditions such as thunder, lightning or rain
cannot be changed by any individual character. However, triggered events only occur
if the character satisfies certain requirements, which will affect the next part of the
story. For example, Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook, is very talented at
programming. With an adventurous personality, he posted schoolmate’s photos on a
website he made without permission. Little did he know that doing this would
eventually lead him to establish the popular social networking website called
Facebook. If Mark had been reserved and serious, he would never have posted those

2

photos and Facebook would not have been created. Thus, people make choices
depending on their personality. Today’s robotic puppet shows usually use event-driven
story arrangements [2][3] that are too simple to be used in situations where
sophisticated functions are needed. In this thesis, the time stamps within timelines are
implemented in order to arrange expressions in motion and speech and the interaction
between different robotic puppets and music.

1.2 Objective
The concept of EPFS is to let users in different age groups edit their own
personal screenplays just by accessing the website. By editing the screenplay users
can change the robots posture and speech to make their expressions more humanlike.
The joining of sound effects and music can also make the show more dramatic. After
finishing a screenplay, the development and ending of a drama are fixed. A new
feature called “branching” has been added to the platform which allows the user to
pick different paths as the story progresses. This makes the show more intriguing and
multi-dimensional. In addition, problems of robotic expression and interaction are
solved by using timeline to arrange the process of performance.

3

1.3 Organization of thesis
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter explains the motivation
and objective of the thesis. This platform not only provides users with powerful and
easy to use features, it also has joined concepts from gaming with robotic puppet
shows. The second chapter describes the platform environment, development tools
and related works. The third chapter is system analysis and design, this chapter also
defines the motion generation, screenplay editing, script performance and introduction
to the hardware and software architecture used in the platform. Chapter 4 presents the
implementation of the platform and compares previous works. Chapter 5 summarizes
this thesis and makes some recommendations for future work.
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II. BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we introduce the environment of system and tools that could be
utilized to develop a web based platform. Furthermore, motion capture technology is
introduced as well as other proposed platforms for the robotic puppet show.

2.1 System Environment and Development Tools

2.1.1 MVC Architecture
In recent web development, a single web page is usually written with different
languages such as HTML, CSS, and PHP. Because of this, the source code will be
difficult to maintain or modify in the future.
MVC is a design pattern for software engineering as show in Figure 2-1 [4]. It
divides an application into three parts: Model, View and Controller. MVC was
designed by Trygve Reenskaug in 1979. The model-view-controller pattern is mainly
used to simplify code modification, extensibility and reutilization. The model is
applied to deal with business logic and interface data exchange. Of the three parts
within the pattern, only the model can access the database directly. The view can
develop visual outputs for users, which is used for data display, such as a webpage.
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The controller is resp
ponsible forr collecting the input data
d from thhe view in order
o
to ttranslate it into comm
mands for updating th
he state off models orr changing
g the
corrresponding view’s appeearance.

Fig
gure 2-1 Thhe basic MV
VC relationship

2.1..2 System Environme
E
ent
LAMP is a softwaree bundle thhat is used for buildin
ng web servvers. The name
n
AMP has become
b
onee of the pop
pular
stannds for Linuux, Apache, MySQL aand PHP. LA
webb platforms around the world becaause it is a free, stablee and open ssource softw
ware
packkage.
(1) Ubuntu
Ubuntu iss an operatting system
m based on Linux that was desiggned to be user
frienndly. It cann be divided into tw
wo versions:: the server and deskktop. The main
m
diffe
ference betw
ween them is
i that the ddesktop is built
b
with a GNOME ((GNU Netw
work
Object Model Environmen
E
nt) that helpps the user to operate the system by using eaasily
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inteerpretable graphics.
g
On the conttrary, the server only provides uusers with text
operrations. Bellow are the main featurres of Ubun
ntu:


Stablle and fast



Easyy installation
n and user-fr
friendly inteerface



Plentty of free so
oftware



Highh degree of freedom
f

(2) Apache
Apache (A
Apache HTT
TP Server) iis a web serrver applicaation that is used to pro
ovide
com
mputer brow
wser servicce. Besides being from
m of charg
ge Apache also has high
secuurity, stability and exttensibility. IIn addition,, it can be run in diffferent operaating
systtem such ass UNIX, Lin
nux and W
Windows. Fig
gure 2-2 [5]] shows a ssurvey of acctive
sitess by Netcraaft, which in
ndicates thaat Apache has
h been thee most popuular web seerver
application. Thhe usage raate of Apaache by weeb server developers
d
w
was 53.96%
% in
Deccember 20133 and 54.50
0% in Januaary 2014 in Table
T
2-1 [5
5].

Figure 2-2 M
Market share of active siites
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Table 2-1 The usage rates of different web server applications
Developer

December
2013

Percent

January
2014

Percent

Change

Apache

99,367,323 53.96%

98,129,017 54.50%

0.54

Microsoft

24,534,598 13.32%

21,548,550 11.97%

-1.36

nginx

20,731,750 11.26%

20,901,626 11.61%

0.35

Google

15,508,986 8.42%

15,386,518 8.54%

0.12

(3) MySQL
In order to build dynamic websites and applications, a database is used to store a
variety of important data. For example, since the user has entered the website, the user
account, password should be stored in the database. The screenplay details that have
been changed or modified on the webpage should be saved as well.
MySQL is a relational database management system that provides a cost efficient
and highly reliable solution for database construction and management. In addition,
table 2-2 [6] shows that MySQL has the highest operating system support. It also has
less data restriction and a GPL (General Public License) that gives the developer more
freedom to manipulate the software.
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Table 2-2 Comparison with databases
Function
Name

OS support

Max DB
size

Maintainer

Latest
release date

Software
license

MS Access

Low

2GB

Microsoft

2012-10-02

Proprietary

2013-12-05

PostgreSQL
Licence

PostgreSQL

Medium

Unlimited

PostgreSQL
Global
Development
Group

Oracle

Medium

Unlimited

Oracle
Corporation

2013-06-25

Proprietary

MySQL

High

Unlimited

Oracle
Corporation

2013-07-30

GPL or
Proprietary

SQLite

High

128 TB

D. Richard
Hipp

2013-09-03

Public
domain

DB2

Medium

Unlimited

IBM

2013-04-23

Proprietary

(4) PHP
PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) is an open source, cross-platform scripting
language that is widely used in web development. The major goal is to allow
developer to create dynamic webpages quickly. PHP can be run in various operating
systems, web servers and databases. The PHP interpreter has been installed on the
web server in order to generate the corresponding web page by using the PHP code
(even when it is embedded in an HTML document). In addition, PHP provides
inherent functions used to communicate with the MySQL database which enhances
them. This combination has become popular for building dynamic websites.
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2.1.3 The User Interface Framework
JavaScript is a scripting language that can be divided into two parts: the
client-side and server-side. For normal usage, JavaScript is usually embedded with an
HTML document. It is recognized as client scripts that are directly interpreted by the
web browser rather than sending data back to the web server. It is mainly used for
user interaction such as event reaction, data validation and HTML elements reading
and writing.
JQuery is a JavaScript library that provides a powerful selector for picking all
DOM elements or the partial parts that are based on designated ID or CSS in order to
bind various operations together such as event triggers, animations, effects, AJAX,
and extensibility through plug-ins. In this platform the Kendo UI, a jQuery based
framework includes many UI widgets and data visuals in order to make the web
interface more attractive and user-friendly.

2.1.4 Networking between Platform and Robots
A wireless network was used to create the connection between the platform
and the robots because this kind of system gives the robot the largest range of
maneuverability. Table 2-3 shows the differences among the three existing common
wireless networks that may be suitable for use in robot control.
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Table 2-3 Comparison with wireless technologies
Wireless tech.
Function
Standard
Range

Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

ZigBee

802.11.b

802.15.1

802.15.4

100 meters

10-100+ meters

10-100+ meters

Data Rate

11Mbps

1Mbps

250kbps(2.4GHz)
40kbps(915MHz)
20kbps(868MHz)

Frequency

2.4 GHz

2.4 GHz

2.4 GHz
868/915 MHz

AC power

1-7

100+

32

8

65535

High speed
Flexibility

Low Cost
Speech function

Low Cost
Low Power
Consumption

Wireless LAN
connectivity

Replaces wire
connectivity

Remote control

Battery Life (hours)
Number
Nodes

of

Network

Major Advantages

Typical Applications

Although the psychical assessment range (100m) for wireless is very close to the
range available for the different kinds of wireless technologies in the study, Wi-Fi has
shown to be the fastest of these technologies. Despite the fact that Wi-Fi has the
highest power consumption of all of the wireless technologies researched in this study,
Wi-Fi technology has still matured and been widely used as a way for laptops and
smart devices to access the Internet. The platform that was used during the research
project was connected to an Android application that puts the performance robots into
play. Most important of all, Wi-Fi can let our smart devices such as smartphones or
tablet computers easily communicate with the platform and robots.
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2.2 Motion Capture
In the robotic puppet show, the developer looks forward to making the robotic
motion more vivid and human-like. But editing robotic motion was usually done by
adjusting the parameters of the robot’s actuators.
Using this process is repetitive and inefficient. In [7], the motion sensing
devices based on optics such as Microsoft Kinect, and Asus Xtion Pro Live. That
provides users with an accurate, cost-effective and state of the art functions to capture
human motions. By using sensing devices the motions generated by imitation can be
used to update the online motion library for the robotic puppet show.
Table 2-4 Comparison of motion sensing devices
Devices

Kinect

Xtion Pro Live

Depth Information

Yes

Yes

RGB

Yes

Yes

Frame Rate

30 frames per second

30 frames per second

Audio Input

A four-microphone array

Microphone

API

OpenNI / Microsoft SDK

OpenNI

Yes

No

Larger

Smaller

Low

High

Functions

Tilt Motor
Volume
Price

Table 2-4 shows that Kinect and Xtion Pro Live are designed to acquire RGB,
depth and audio streams. Both of them have RGB camera, a pair of infrared devices,
and microphones. The RGB sensor is used to capture pictures based on the color
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channel data. The pair of IR devices including the emitter and the depth sensor work
together to emit infrared light beams and sense the reflected infrared which will be
translated into depth images by PrimeSense's Light Coding technology. The
microphone allows users to trace the source of sounds and develop applications for
voice configuration. Furthermore, Kinect also has an additional tilt motor used for
vertical adjustment of the lens
Based on the information collected from the motion sensing devices, the APIs
provide the developer with related functions such as skeleton and face tracking [8].
OpenNI and Kinect for Windows SDK are two of the most used APIs. The major
difference is that the OpenNI can support Kinect as well as Xtion Live Pro, On the
contrary, Kinect for Windows SDK can only be applied to Kinect. Table 2-5 shows
the function comparison between these APIs.
Table 2-5 Comparison between OpenNI and Kinect for Windows SDK
API

OpenNI

Kinect for Windows SDK 1.0

Hand Recognition

Yes

No

Joint Position

Yes

Yes

Joint Orientation

Yes

No

Record/Replay

Yes

No

User Event Notification

Yes

No

Windows/Linux/Mac

Windows 7

Function

OS Support
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2.3 Related Works
In [2][3], J.J. Siao and M.C. Wu have proposed a web-based platform designed
to perform the robotic puppet show by using the DARwIn-OP and NAO robots.
The online website also allows users to edit personal screenplays for
performance purposes. Each screenplay is composed of lots sequential events, which
can be updated by adding one designated robot’s default motion or filling in text.
Moreover, those events can be added, deleted and rearranged. Any two different
screenplays can be merged in order to generate new one.
The authoring tool and platform for robotic puppet shows was developed by
C.A. Chen [9]. It was built as a cloud service to allow users to compose their own
unique screenplays through the Internet. While editing the screenplay, users are
allowed to edit each puppets performance including posture adjustment, line adding
and emoticon settings within each time stamp. Moreover, the smart phones are
equipped with the robotic puppets (Bioloid) as controllers. So that the puppets can
receive the instructions generated by a drama object and implement the corresponding
functions. There are two different kinds of play modes: single mode and synchronous
mode. Single mode only allows the director to control one puppet at a time. With the
use of synchronous mode, multiple puppets can perform at the same time.
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III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
In this chapter, the system introduction is illustrated, and then the 5W1H analysis
method will be applied to distinguish the platform’s capabilities including the
functional and non-functional requirements. The screenplay performance process
including the basic motion generation, scene and screenplay editing as well as the
script performance will be described in the following sections. As a result, the
hardware and software architectures will be depicted in order to represent how to
work with the platform.

3.1 System Introduction
In general, a controller is designed to control a single type of robot. Therefore,
controlling different types of robots at the same time would be a complicated and
high-cost task. This thesis develops a system to solve the previously mentioned
problem and prove it by using a robotic puppet show. The core design concept is to
allow users of different ages to easily edit their own screenplays and to make different
kinds of performance robots act in the edited screenplays.
According to the survey by the Institute for Information Industry in Figure 3-1
[10], the domestic population of Internet users has reached 11 million and seventy
thousand in the fourth quarter of 2012. Web service has become an essential part of
15

hum
man life. Thhus, develop
ping a systeem to becom
me a web application
a
tthat uses a web
brow
wser as a cllient, allowss this appliccation to be easily and widely usedd by the pu
ublic.
By using the web
w based feature,
f
restrrictions succh as distance and timee can be bro
oken
and less storagee space is needed
n
on thhe client.

Figu
ure 3-1 Interrnet popularrity growth chart

The wireless technolo
ogy, Wi-Fi,, not only has
h a high trransport speeed but also
o has
mmonly useed in daily life. In adddition, the robotic
r
pupp
pets have a built in Wi-Fi
W
com
funcction or cann be equipp
ped with a W
Wi-Fi modu
ule. Therefo
ore, Wi-Fi iis chosen ass the
maiin communiication typee in this sysstem to allo
ow users to have the aability to acccess
the website andd control ro
obotic puppeets. The con
ncept of sysstem is desccribed in Figure
3-2..
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Figure 3-22 The concept of EPFS

The proceess of screen
nplay perfoormance can
n be drawn as Figure 33-3. Three ways
w
to generate motions
m
for
fo controllling robotts: actuator paramete
ter adjustm
ment,
prepprogramed robotic
r
mottions and Kiinect-based
d motions.
Actuator parameter
p
adjustment
a
[[9] is comm
monly used to
t control thhe robots jo
oints.
In thhis thesis, preprogram
p
med robotic motions an
nd Kinect-baased motionns are availlable
in roobotic pupppet shows. The
T preproggramed robo
otic motions are develooped and sttored
withhin the robootic puppetss for future uusage. In ad
ddition, the platform allso allows users
u
to ggenerate new
w motions by
b using Kinnect sensing
g devices.
Next, the two previiously ment
ntioned mottions can be
b joined innto the mo
otion
libraary and arraanged withiin the timeliine of each scene. At th
hat time, thhe scenes caan be
orgaanized and used as thee content off the screen
nplay. As a result, the sscreenplayss can
be pperformed and
a shared by
b any userr who has signed
s
up fo
or the platfoorm. The whole
w
mapp of EPFS can be illu
ustrated as F
Figure 3-4.. This platfform contaiin two diffeerent
17

partts: the Intteractive Screenplay Authoring Platform (ISAP) annd the Mo
obile
Inteerpreter (MII). The ISAP
P provides uusers with six
s differentt function w
webpages: home,
h
tutoorial, screennplay editin
ng, motion managemeent, Kinect-based mottion upload
ding,
screeenplay perrformance, and contacct. On the other han
nd, MI onlyy provides the
screeenplay perfformance fu
unction.

Figure 3-3 Screeenplay perfformance process

Figurre 3-4 EPFS
S map
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3.2 System Analysis
3.2.1 5W1H Method
The following content use 5W1H analysis to analyze the platform, and the
summary of 5W1H was shown in Table 3-1.
The first W is why—Why design the platform? Since different robots have a
variety of control ways, the platform is designed to provide even basic user has the
ability to control robotic puppets in a fast and simple way. The second reason is for
education. The graphical user interface (GUI) of platform can make user easily use
even the children [11]. As a teacher, who can edit and play a story for lesson. In the
other hand, children can learn to how to be a good story-teller or just use different
color cards to make an interaction with robots. In addition, robotic puppet show also
brings people the brand new entertainment.
The second W is what—What functions of the platform are designed for user?
The platform is mainly designed to make user have the ability to edit and play the
screenplay for robotic puppet show in a fast and simple way via GUI. Secondly, the
platform allow user to control any kinds of performance robot. The timeline is be used
within each scene in order to solve the problem of synchronization, which allow user
to precisely arrange the performance elements including motion, speech, and sound.
Unlike normal drama which has the sequential way to perform, dynamic interaction
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make the story diversify according to the result of color detection. Finally, the
platform uses Kinect to capture human motion in order to update the motion library of
performance robot.
The third W is where—Where can the platform be use? For considering the
performance requirement, the platform is designed with portability. With Internet
access, the robot puppets show can perform in any place in order to let more people
enjoy it.
The forth W is when—When can the platform be use? Any time if user want to
perform the show, all he/she needs to do is to make sure the web device have the
ability to access Internet, and the performance robots have get ready.
The fifth W is who—Who is to use the platform? People in different age can
easily get familiar to operate the platform. Even the children who doesn’t have a fully
ability to completely edit the whole screenplay, they still have fun with robots in
interaction feature.
The last H represents how—How to use the platform ? User needs use any
device with browser to access the Internet for requesting the detail of screenplay. The
web device and performance robots need to be connected in a LAN in order to
communicate with each other by WI-FI technology.
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Table 3-1 5W1H analysis
Why design the platform?

1. Control different type robots in a simple way.
2. Education application and brand new entertainment.

3.
What functions of the platform 4.
are designed for user?
5.
6.

Edit a screenplay for robotic puppet show.
Control any types of performance robots.
Dynamic interaction
Add new robot motion for drama via Kinect.

Where can the platform be
Anywhere if the user has the web device with Internet.
use?
When can the platform be use?

Any time if the user has the web device with Internet.

Who is to use the platform?

For all ages, especial for children.

How to use the platform?

1. Any device that has the ability to access Internet via bowser.
2. Through WI-FI technology.
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3.2.2 Functional Requirements
(1) Create a new screenplay.
(2) Remand the annotations of existing screenplay.
(3) Delete an existing screenplay.
(4) Specify a screenplay to edit.
(5) Create a new scene in a screenplay.
(6) Delete an existing scene.
(7) Make a link between different scenes.
(8) Edit a scene’s content.
(9) Delete a link between different scenes.
(10) Update the motion library by Kinect.
(11) Add a new type robot.
(12) Perform a show.
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3.2.3 Non-functional Requirements
(1) The Graphic User Interface make the platform be easily realized and used.
(2) Dragging and clicking the elements of website allow user to finish the
complicated and redundant task in an intuitive and efficient way.
(3) Join the audio element such as sound effect and background music to
enhance the dramatic tension.

3.2.4 Use Cases
Table 3-2 Use case of create a new screenplay
Title

Create a new screenplay.

Description

Create a new screenplay with annotations.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Review the screenplay list page.

Post-condition

The new screenplay box appears in the display list.

Scenario

1. Log in the website.
2. Create a new screenplay.
3. Finish the annotations of screenplay including a unique name,
cover, description, and each kinds of robot number.
4. The box of the new screenplay shows in the display list.

Table 3-3 Use case of delete an existing screenplay
Title

Delete an existing screenplay.

Description

Delete an existing screenplay that is selected.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Select the screenplay box which is displayed in the list.

Post-condition

The screenplay box disappears in the display list.

Scenario

1. Log in the website.
2. Select the screenplay box in the display list.
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3. Delete it in the display list.
4. The deleted screenplay box vanishes in the display list.

Table 3-4 Use case of remand the annotations of existing screenplay
Title

Remand the annotations of existing screenplay.

Description

Select an existing screenplay to remand its annotations.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Select the screenplay box which is displayed in the list.

Post-condition

The annotations of screenplay have been updated.

Scenario

1. Log in the website.
2. Select the screenplay box in the display list.
3. Remand the screenplay annotations including the name, cover,
or description.
4. The content of annotations belonging to the screenplay has
been updated.

Table 3-5 Use case of specify a screenplay to edit
Title

Specify a screenplay to edit.

Description

Select a screenplay to edit its scenes.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Select the screenplay box which is displayed in the list.

Post-condition

Enter the screenplay editing interface.

Scenario

1. Log in the website.
2. Select the screenplay box in the display list.
3. Enter the screenplay editing interface.

Table 3-6 Use case of create a new scene
Title

Create a new scene.

Description

Create a new scene with annotations in a screenplay.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

The screenplay has been specified.

Post-condition

The new scene box appears within the interface.
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Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the list.
Enter the screenplay editing interface.
Create a scene with its annotations including a name, last time
(second), description, and driver type.
5. The box of the new scene shows in the interface.

Table 3-7 Use case of delete an existing scene
Title

Delete an existing scene.

Description

Delete an existing scene that is selected.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Select the scene box which is displayed in the interface.

Post-condition

The scene box disappears in the display list.

Scenario

1.
2.
1.
2.
3.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the list.
Enter the screenplay editing interface.
Delete the scene as well as all of arrows with it.
The deleted scene box vanishes in the interface.

Table 3-8 Use case of make a link between different scenes
Title

Make a link between different scenes.

Description

Determine the perform sequence and branching.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Pick two different scene boxes which are displayed in the
interface.

Post-condition

The arrow of the two scenes appears.

Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the list.
Enter the screenplay editing interface.
Use link tool to connect two different scenes.
The link between the two scenes has been established.
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Table 3-9 Use case of delete a link between different scenes
Title

Delete a link between different scenes.

Description

Cancel the perform sequence and branching.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Pick two different scene boxes which are linked in the interface.

Post-condition

The arrow of the two scenes vanishes.

Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the list.
Enter the screenplay editing interface.
Double click the arrow to delete it.
The link between the two scenes has been canceled.

Table 3-10 Use case of specify a scene to edit
Title

Specify a scene to edit.

Description

Select a scene to edit its story.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Select the scene box which is displayed within the screenplay.

Post-condition

Enter the scene editing interface.

Scenario

1. Log in the website.
2. Select the screenplay box in the display list.
3. Enter the scene editing interface.

Table 3-11 Use case of arrange the motion a robotic puppet
Title

Arrange the motion of a robotic puppet.

Description

Add/delete the robot motion on the timeline within a scene.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

The scene has been specified.

Post-condition

Motion box appears/disappears on the timeline.

Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the display list.
Enter the scene editing interface.
Pick up the motion file and drag it into a track when adding.
Double clicking the motion box in a track to delete it.
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6. Motion box appears/disappears with its name on the timeline
that represents the starting and ending time.

Table 3-12 Use case of arrange the line of a robotic puppet
Title

Arrange the line of a robotic puppet.

Description

Add/delete the robot line on the timeline within a scene.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

The scene has been specified.

Post-condition

Line box appears/disappears on the timeline.

Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the display list.
Enter the scene editing interface.
Click a track to fill in the line.
Clear the content of line in the track in order to delete it.
Line box appears/disappears with its content on the timeline
that represents the starting time.

Table 3-13 Use case of arrange the sound effect
Title

Arrange the sound effect.

Description

Add/delete the sound effect on the timeline within a scene.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

The scene has been specified.

Post-condition

Sound box appears/disappears on the timeline.

Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the display list.
Enter the scene editing interface.
Pick up the sound file and drag it into a track when adding.
Double clicking the sound box in a track to delete it.
Sound box appears/disappears with its name on the timeline
that represents the starting and ending time.
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Table 3-14 Use case of arrange the background music
Title

Arrange the background music.

Description

Add/delete the background music on the timeline within a scene.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

The scene has been specified.

Post-condition

Music box appears/disappears on the timeline.

Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log in the website.
Select the screenplay box in the display list.
Enter the scene editing interface.
Pick up the music file and drag it into a track when adding.
Double clicking the music box in a track to delete it.
Music box appears/disappears with its name on the timeline
that represents the starting and ending time.

Table 3-15 Use case of expand the motion library
Title

Expand the motion library.

Description

Update the imitation file generated by Kinect to expand the motion
library.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

Use Kinect to capture user’s motion and record it to a file.

Post-condition

The motion library expands a new motion file.

Scenario

1. Log in the website.
2. Select the imitation file generated by Kinect and upload it to
sever.
3. The new motion appears in the library.

Table 3-16 Use case of add new robot to existing system
Title

Add new robot to existing system.

Description

Control not only default robot but also any kinds.

Actors

Directors.

Pre-condition

The new robot can acts as the format of motions and lines via
TCP/IP socket.

Post-condition

The new robot performs with other default robots in show.
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Scenario

1. Log in the website.
2. Add a new robot motion setting including a name, cover,
description, command format, last time.
3. The motion file that belongs to the new robot appears in the
motion library.
4. Drag the motion file into a track in order to act.

Table 3-17 Use case of perform the robotic puppet show
Title

Perform the robotic puppet show.

Description

As the screenplay detail, all of the robotic puppets, sound effect,
and background music play synchronously.

Actors

Directors and robotic puppets.

Pre-condition

Desktop:
1. The device has the ability to access the website by using a web
browser.
2. Install the lite-server (Node.js).
3. The device and robotic puppets need to be in LAN.
Mobile:
1. Download the Android application and install.
2. The mobile device and robotic puppets need to be in LAN.

Post-condition

All of the robotic puppets, sound effect, and background music
start playing as the screenplay.

Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in the website.
Select the name of a screenplay.
Set up the each puppet’s IP address and port number.
Click the “start” button to perform the show.

Table 3-18 Use case of pick different paths as the story progresses
Title

Pick different paths as the story progresses.

Description

1. When the story has branching, the Node.js will send a
command to one of the DARwIn-OP in order to detect the
color presented by the user
2. The Node.js selects a child node in the scene tree to perform.

Actors

Directors and robotic puppets.
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Pree-condition

The mo
other node that has more than two childdren has been
b
completted.

Posst-conditionn

The chiild node w
will be chossen and perrformed acccording to the
result off color detecction.

Sceenario

1. Log into the weebsite.
2. Seleect a screenpplay that haas branching
g to play.
3. Whiile branchinng, the usser presents the coloor in front of
DAR
RwIn-OP’s USB camerra.
4. The color scenee that was seelected willl be perform
med.

Fiigure 3-5 U
Use case diag
gram of EPF
FS
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3.3 Motion Generatio
on
3.3..1 Preproggramed Rob
botic Motioon
The roboticc puppets su
uch as DAR
RwIn-OP an
nd NAO hav
ve provided user with some
s
applications forr rapidly deeveloping a variety of postures
p
and
d motions sttored within
n the
roboot which will
w be appliied to robootic puppet shows then
n. Below arre developm
ment
toolls for DARw
wIn-OP and
d NAO.
(1) RoboPlus for
f DARwIn
n-OP
The officiial software is called thhe “RoboPlu
us motion”,, this softwaare allows users
u
to eedit the conttinuous mottion of a robbot which is
i saved as a page in a fast and sim
mple
wayy as shown in
i Figure 3--6. Each pagge contains the informaation for onne single mo
otion
inclluding: the duration tim
me for eachh step, the speed
s
rate and
a value oof the actuaators,
and the numbeer of repetitiions neededd to complette a full mo
otion. By dooing so, the real
execcution timee can be preecisely calcuulated; this in turn helps the direcctor arrangee the
screeenplay.

Figure 3--6 RoboPluss interface
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(2) Choregraphhe for NAO
O
Choregraphhe is softw
ware developped for thee NAO rob
bot, which ggives userss the
abillity to control the robott by dragginng or custom
mizing a varriety of eveent boxes within
the GUI as shoown in Figu
ure 3-7. Ussing Choreg
graphe can allow the ddeveloper eaasily
obseerve the anggles amongsst each joinnt in NAO so
o that the motion
m
can bbe programeed as
a fille in Pythonn and record
ded within tthe robot. By
B using thiis tool, userr can compo
ose a
variiety of diffeerent motion
ns for perforrmances in an efficientt way.

Figure 3-7 Choregraph
he interfacee

After thosse motion pages or file s have been
n created an
nd stored wiithin the rob
bots,
the director cann use the motion
m
manaagement paage in ISAP
P to add thoose motions into
the platform annd then applly them to rrobotic pupp
pet shows.
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3.3..2 Kinect-b
based Motiion Upload
ding
This platfform also alllows userss to utilize Kinect
K
to capture hum
man motionss for
exteending the motion
m
librrary appliedd to roboticc puppet shows. By dooing so, mo
otion
generation cann become more
m
intuitivve and efficcient than the
t commonn ways useed to
conttrol robots. Below are
a the meethods prop
posed by [7]
[ to impplement mo
otion
emuulation and representatiion by usingg Kinect.
When the human’s im
mage is succcessfully captured
c
by Kinect, a sset of lines that
mim
mic a skeleeton will th
hen appear on the top
p of the bo
ody. After the skeleto
on is
constructed, the user can receive
r
impportant data such as join
nt position aand orientation.
Thee flow chart of skeleton
n tracking allgorithm is shown in Figure 3-8.

Figurre 3-8 NITE
E skeleton tracing
t
algorithm
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Kinect provides a parameter comprised of a joint orientation that is composed by
using a 3 x 3 orthogonal unit matrix. X / Y / Z are the three orientations that represent
the posture of the current joint. In OpenNI, the definition of orientation is as follows,
“A joint orientation is described by its actual rotation and the confidence we have in
that rotation” .


The first column is the X orientation, where the value increases from left to right.



The second column is the Y orientation, where the value increases from bottom
to top.



The third column is the Z orientation, where the value increases from near to far.
Inverse kinematics refers to the use of a robots kinematics equations to determine

the joint parameters that provide the desired position of the end-effector. The joint
orientation represents current posture. Solving the inverse kinematics can determine
the current joints change in angle. First, the relationship between the coordinate
system of each joint must be defined. Kinect's infrared lens is the origin of the
coordinates. The unit used for three-dimensional space in a right-handed coordinate
system is millimeters.
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Figu
ure 3-9 Coorrdinate relattionship diaagram

oordinate syystem is deffined
Accordingg to the Figure 3-9, thee relationship of the co
as ffollows, annd because of the baalance prob
blem, this thesis onlyy considers the
coorrdinates loccated in the upper bodyy of the skelleton.
Rot(Z, θz) is thhe homogen
neous rotatioon matrix which
w
rotated
d θz aroundd the Z axis..
Rot(Y, θy) is thhe homogen
neous rotatioon matrix which
w
rotated θy aroundd the Y axis.
neous rotatioon matrix which
w
rotateed θx aroundd the X axiss.
Rot(X, θx) is thhe homogen
b
{i}, tthen it’s join
nt position is (Xi,Yi,Zii) . For exam
mple
If thhe joint cooordinate is belong
the {0} is the origin
o
of sysstem coordinnate. The position is (X
X0,Y0,Z0) annd X0 = 0 , Y0 =
0 , Z0 = 0 .

0 → 1 = T = Rot(Z,,θz1) ‧Rot((Y,θy1) ‧Ro
ot(X,θx1) ‧Trans(x1-x0 ,y1- y0,z1- z0)=
Cθzz1 −Sθz1
θzz1 Cθz1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

y1
θy
0
− θy1
θ
0

θyy1
0
1
0
0 Cθyy1
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
0
θx1 − θx1
θx1
Cθx1
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

1− 0
1− 0
1− 0
1

Y,θy2) ‧Rot(X,θx2) ‧Trans(x
T
1 → 2 = T = Rot(Z,θθz2) ‧Rot(Y
2-x1, y2-y1,0)=
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Cθz2 −Sθz2
θz2 Cθz2
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

θy2
0
− θy2
0

θy2 0
0
1
0
0
0 Cθy2 0
0
0 1

1
0
0
0

0
0
θx2 − θx2
θx2
Cθx2
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

2− 1
2− 1
0
1

2 → 3 = T = Rot(Z,θz3) ‧Rot(Y,θy3) ‧Rot(X,θx3) ‧Trans(x3-x2,0,0)=
Cθz3 −Sθz3
θz3 Cθz3
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

θy3
0
− θy3
0

θy3 0
0
1
0
0
0 Cθy3 0
0
0 1

1
0
0
0

0
0
θx3 − θx3
θx3
Cθx3
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

3− 2
0
0
1

3 → 4 = T = Rot(Z,θz4) ‧Rot(Y,θy4) ‧Rot(X,θx4) ‧Trans(x4-x3,0,0)=
Cθz4 −Sθz4
θz4 Cθz4
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

θy4
0
− θy4
0

θy4 0
0
1
0
0
0 Cθy4 0
0
0 1

1
0
0
0

0
0
θx4 − θx4
θx4
Cθx4
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

4− 3
0
0
1

1 → 5 = T = Rot(Z,θz5) ‧Rot(Y,θy5) ‧Rot(X,θx5) ‧Trans(0, y5-y1,0)=
Cθz5 −Sθz5
θz5 Cθz5
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

θy5
0
− θy5
0

θy5 0
0
1
0
0
0 Cθy5 0
0
0 1

1
0
0
0

0
0
θx5 − θx5
θx5
Cθx5
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0 y5 − y1
1
0
0
1

1 → 6 = T = Rot(Z,θz6) ‧Rot(Y,θy6) ‧Rot(X,θx6) ‧Trans(x6-x1, y6-y1,0)=
Cθz6 −Sθz6
θz6 Cθz6
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

θy6
0
− θy6
0

θy6 0
0
1
0
0
0 Cθy6 0
0
0 1

1
0
0
0

0
0
θx6 − θx6
θx6
Cθx6
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0 x6 − x1
0 y6 − y1
1
0
0
1

6 → 7 = T = Rot(Z,θz7) ‧Rot(Y,θy7) ‧Rot(X,θx7) ‧Trans(x7-x6,0,0)=
Cθz7 −Sθz7
θz7 Cθz7
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

θy7
0
− θy7
0

θy7 0
0
1
0
0
0 Cθy7 0
0
0 1

1
0
0
0

0
0
θx7 − θx7
θx7
Cθx7
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0 x8 − x7
0
0
1
0
0
1

7 → 8 = T = Rot(Z,θz8) ‧Rot(Y,θy8) ‧Rot(X,θx8) ‧Trans(x8-x7, 0,0)=
Cθz8 −Sθz8
θz8 Cθz8
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

θy8
0
− θy8
0

θy8 0
0
1
0
0
0 Cθy8 0
0
0 1

1
0
0
0
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0
0
θx8 − θx8
θx8
Cθx8
0
0

0
0
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0 x8 − x7
0
0
1
0
0
1

Figure 3 -10 PRY co
onvention

In Figure 3-10, RPY
Y (Roll Pittch Yaw) convention
c
in the inveerse- kinem
matic
trannsformation matrix is used to callculate the postures an
ngle changge. The orig
ginal
joinnt orientatioon is a 3×3
3 orthogonaal matrix, the
t matrix needs to bbe converteed to
hom
mogeneous and then continue
c
coomputing. The
T function is as folllows. TOH is a
hom
mogeneous transform
t
matrix
m
whichh representss the joint posture.

TOHH = Rot(Z, θz)
θ . Rot(Y, θy). Rot(X,, θx)=
0

0

0

Thee coordinatee {i} can be representedd as the folllowing

T = T‧ T…

T
T‧

T =
0

0

0

1

Theen
T = Y‧ Y …

(

T)-1‧ T =

T‧

T
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T =

T

T

0
0
0
1

The actual rotation angles of joints when solving for the {i} coordinate and the
inverse-matrix of {i-1} coordinate which are relative to the {0} coordinate system. To
solve the RPY, Rot -1(Z, θz) must be multiplied in both sides of the equation.

Rot -1(Z, θz)‧TOH = Rot(Y, θy)‧Rot(X, θx)
θz
− θz
0
0

θz
θz
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0 .
0
1
0

0

0

0
θy
0
0
=
− θy
0
0
1

0
1
0
0

θy 0
0
0
Cθy 0
0 1

1
0
0
0

0
θx
θx
0

0
0
− θx 0
Cθx 0
0
1

Simplify the left and right matrix
∗ θz + ny ∗ Sθz
θz ∗ ox + Sθz ∗ oy
∗ θz − nx ∗ Sθz − θz ∗ ox + Cθz ∗ oy
−
0
0
θy ∗ Sθx
θy ∗ Cθx 0
θy
0
θx
− θx
0
θy
∗
Cθx
0
− θy
θy ∗ Sθx
0
0
0
1

θz ∗ ax + Sθz ∗ ay 0
− θz ∗ ax + Cθz ∗ ay 0
−
0
0
1

=

And the result is as follows

ny*Cθz – nx*Sθz = 0
θy = nx ∗ Cθz + ny ∗ Sθz
− θy = nz
θx = −Sθz ∗ ox + Cθz ∗ oy
− θx = −Sθz ∗ ax + Cθz ∗ ay

θz = ATAN2(ny/nx)

θy = ATAN2(-nz/(nxCθz+nySθz))

θx = ATAN2((ax*Sθz-ay*Cθz)/(oy*Cθz-ox*Sθz))

According to the formula above, actual rotation angles can be calculated for each
actuator. There are twenty MX-28 actuators in DARwIn-OP that give the robot the
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ability to move it joints. In order to calculate how to reach desired position, the
change in angles must be translated into units. In addition, there are 4096 units within
every 360 degree rotation, each unit represents 0.088 (360/4096) degrees.
When the movements are been recorded they need to be automatically saved in
the system for the future use. There are large quantities of data saved due to the fast
speed of data generation during the movement capture process. Because of this,
key-poses [7] are separated from the redundant postures that take up resources. The
key-pose selection process is described below:
Step1: The rotation of the joints is determined by using Inverse Kinematic
Step2: If the change in angles exceeds the threshold, then the state is recorded as an
action if it does not then the state is considered to be static.
Step3: If the current state differ from the state follows it then the key_pose_bit will be
equal to 1, otherwise it will be equal to 0.
Step4: If the key_pose_bit is equal to 0, then the previous pose will be checked to see
whether the direction of movement has changed. If it has, the key_pose_bit
will be equal to 1, otherwise it will remain equal to 0.
Step5: Saving the current data into the old data buffer.
The flow chart of steps above can be drawn in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11 Key-pose selection flow chart

When a new pose is captured the time will be recorded and the difference in time
between the two key-poses will be calculated in order to obtain the execution time.
The execution time will be stored in the time_buffer and used to calculate the speed of
the actuator. The presence or absence of continuous motion between the current and
next key-pose will be judged by the continuous_bit.
The continuous_bit is designed to determine whether an actuator is in continuous
motion or not. If the key-pose is in continuous motion then the continuous_bit will
recognize it as a one, this means that while the actuator is moving to the continuous
key-pose the following pose will already begin to load. With the assistance of
continuous_bit the representation of the key-poses will be smoother.
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If the prevvious pose is regardedd as a key-p
pose then the system w
will check iff any
of thhe actuators are still in
n motion. Iff there is more
m
than on
ne actuator still in motion,
the continuous__bit will bee recorded aas 1 which represents
r
that
t the prevvious postu
ure is
conttinuous. In the case th
hat all actuuators are sttatic, then the
t continuuous_bit willl be
recoorded as 0.
methods meentioned abo
ove containns the actuator’s
The packeet constructted by the m
posiition, speedd, continuou
us_bit, and execution time from the
t key-posse, as show
wn in
Figuure 3-12. Thhose kinds of packets are used ass postures within
w
Kinecct-based mo
otion
filess for roboticc motion reepresentatioon. As a resu
ult, the Kin
nect-based m
motion filess can
be uuploaded to ISAP in ord
der to extennd the robottic motion liibrary.

Figure 3--12 Posture within Kinect-based motion
m
file

3.4 Screenp
play Editin
ng
3.4..1 Scene Trree
A rooted n-ary
n
tree sttructure is uused to consstruct a who
ole screenpllay becausee this
kindd of tree allows each node to diveerge a maxim
mum of n tiimes. By ussing this kin
nd of
treee, the users make the plot
p of storyy diverge and
a as a ressult, the stoory will beccome
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morre diverse. There
T
are th
hree differeent crucial nodes
n
in the tree: roott node, deciision
noddes, and leaaf nodes. Eaach node sttands for a single scen
ne, which w
was depicteed in
Figuure 3-13. The
T root nod
de representts the start of the story
y. Any nodee that has more
m
thann two childd nodes is called
c
a deccision node.. Branching
g will occurr when the first
nodde has finishhed perform
ming, and thhen the userr can choosee one of sceenes at the next
leveel of the treee to make the story ddiverge and
d proceed. As a resultt, the leaf node
n
meaans the endd scene of the
t screenpplay. By do
oing so, eveen the userr play the same
s
screeenplay, thee developmeent and endding of the story can be
b distinctivve accordin
ng to
the user’s choicce.

Figure
F
3-133 Structure of
o scene tree
3.4..2 Time Stamp
Comparedd to event-d
driven storyy arrangemeents, the tim
me stamp ffeature prov
vides
the director wiith a precisee way to arrrange the content
c
of the
t perform
mance. Doin
ng so
makkes the robootic puppet show moree lively and attractive. The featuree can be app
plied
to thhe two partss below.
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(1) Expression in Motion and Speech
In robotic puppet shows, the motion and speech ability are needed to express the
actors emotions. Therefore, the fact that the motion and speech of each robot starts at
the same time or overlaps in order to fit the director’s requirements has played an
essential part in the scene editing process.
(2) Interaction between Robots and Music
Like real dramas, robotic puppet shows have a cast of actors that perform on
stage. The task of arranging and recording the interaction between puppets requires
sophisticated controls. In addition, EPFS has joined sound effects and background
music to increase dramatic tension.
In order to solve the expression and interaction above, the timeline (which is
based on seconds) is built within each scene as shown in Figure 3-14. Each puppet,
music, and sound effect has its own track within the timeline that can record
performance details such as motion, speech, sound effects and background music. The
robotic puppet track has two sub tracks used to individually record the content of
motion and speech. GUI makes the color boxes that represent the different
performance details.
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Figu
ure 3-14 Tim
meline track
ks within a scene
s

3.4..3 Screenp
play Format
The JSON (JavaScript Object Nootation), a subset of JavaScript ssyntax, is a text
form
mat that is mainly used to exchhange data. It is straig
ght forwardd enough to
o be
undderstood andd used by computers
c
as well as people. Fig
gure 3-15 [[12] shows that
JSO
ON is built on
o two strucctures: objecct and array
y.
The name//value can be found iin between the left rig
ght brackett of the ob
bject.
Colons are used to disting
guish the nam
mes from th
he values an
nd each set of name/vaalues
is broken apartt by a comm
ma. On the contract, th
he array is a sequentiall data group
ping.
Brackets are pllaced on both ends andd commas arre used to distinguish
d
bbetween vallues.
Theere can be different
d
typ
pes of valuees within an
n array such
h as numberr, string, ob
bject,
and array.
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Figuree 3-15 JSON
N forms

JSON annd XML (E
Extensible Markup Language)
L
are designeed to desccribe
struuctured dataa for data intterchange ppurposes. Co
ompared to XML, the ddata encodeed in
JSO
ON is simpller, and eassier for hum
mans to reaad and writte. In additiion, the sizze of
JSO
ON data is smaller
s
than
n an encodinng containin
ng an equiv
valent aboutt of informaation
in X
XML. While parsing using
u
a webb browser, JSON
J
is fasster than XM
ML. The JS
SON
wass chosen ass the formaat of the sccreenplay to
o be used with
w the ISSAP based web
application.
When the user has seelected and performed a screenplaay with a w
web browserr, the
JSO
ON data which
w
records the dettails of thiis screenplay will bee automaticcally
generated from
m the relatiional database. The JSON data is formatteed as show
wn in
Figuure 3-16 andd Figure 3-17.
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Figuree 3-16 Screeenplay form
matted using
g JSON

Figure
F
3-17 The online JSON parseer
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3.5 Screenp
play Perfo
ormance
This thesiis, An Edito
orial Platforrm for Screeenplay of Interactive
I
R
Robotic Pu
uppet
Shoows (EPFS) is made up
p of two parrts: the inteeractive screeenplay authhoring platfform
(ISA
AP) and thee mobile inteerpreter (M
MI), as shown
n in Figure 3-18.

Figure 3- 18 EPFS arrchitecture

3.5..1 Interacttive Screenp
play Authooring Platfo
orm (ISAP))
ISAP conttains two parts: the weebsite and the
t Node.js. This webssite was chosen
becaause it allows easy-access and frriendly interrface for ussers of diffe
ferent ages. The
maiin function of this website is to prrovide userss with screeenplay displlay, editing,, and
storrage.
The impleementation of
o website ffollows MV
VC framewo
ork, which iincludes Mo
odel,
View
w and Conntroller as shown in Figure 3-19. Model is
i only in charge of data
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struucture from the rational database. View proviides users with
w the vissual interfacce of
the website byy using HTM
ML, CSS aand JavaScrript. Contro
oller is the bbridge betw
ween
Moddel and Vieew, which iss responsib le for busin
ness logic and
a data conntrol. Userss can
acceess the weebsite by using
u
any ddevice with
h a web browser to edit their own
screeenplays. All
A of the details
d
will be automaatically sto
ored in webb server within
dataabase.

Figure
F
3-19 Website baased on MVC

A virtual IP (VIP) is assignedd to the deevice with web browsser and rob
botic
pupppets when they are co
onnected to the local network
n
via Wi-Fi. In oorder to deliver
the packet of the screenp
play to robbotic puppeets that sup
pport VIP, T
The lite server,
Nodde.js, is built between the web brrowser and robotic pup
ppets as deppicted in Figure
3-200. Node.js is
i a server-sside scriptinng languagee based on JavaScript. IIt is designeed to
easiily develop network ap
pplications.
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Figure 3--20 ISAP arrchitecture

Node.js iss a platform
m using V88 JavaScript Engine to
o utilize JavvaScript scripts
withhout web brrowser. It also
a providees developeers lots of APIs
A
to builld the real-time
netw
work appliccation. In sp
pite of the faact that Nod
de.js is sing
gle threadedd, the event loop
and non-blockiing operatio
ons allow ussers to implement the parallel
p
proccessing [13]].
With the assistance
a
of Node.js inn ISAP, the two method
ds used for communicaation
are WebSockett and Streaam Socket. “WebSock
ket is defineed as a fulll-duplex siingle
sockket connection between
n client andd server for data
d exchan
nge [14].
Oncce established, the Web
bSocket datta frames caan be sent back
b
and for
orth between
n the
cliennt (web broowser) and the server ((Node.js) in
n ISAP. In comparisonn to the polling,
the WebSockett establishes a continuuous connecction to incrrease the daata transfer rate
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and reduce netw
work latenccy, as shownn in Figure 3-21
3
[14].

Figure 3-21 Polling annd WebSock
ket latency comparison
c
n

On the othher side, Sttream sockeets provide a bidirectio
onal channeel using TC
CP/IP
prottocol to guuarantee thee clients recceive the co
orrect and unrepeated data in prroper
ordeer [15]. In this platforrm, the streeam socketss are createed to implem
ment a chaannel
betw
ween the cliient (Node.jjs) and the sservers (rob
botic puppetts).
First, the Node.js application
a
should be run as a Websockett server in
n the
backkground in order to staart listening to the clien
nt-side web browser. O
Once the direector
has selected a screenplay to play annd has enterred into thee settings paage with a web
brow
wser, the WebSocket
W
will
w be conn
nnected. Aftter all of the settings in
including th
he IP
addrresses and port numbers have beeen filled in
i and subm
mitted by thhe director,, the
brow
wser will seend a requeest to the w
web server for
f fetching the designnated screen
nplay
thatt was formatted using JSON
J
as shoown in Figu
ure 3-22.
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Figure 3--22 The proocess of perfforming a sccreenplay

Next, the JSON filee will be ddelivered to
o Node.js server
s
via W
WebSocket and
inteerpreted levvel by level to read thee settings and
a nodes object
o
as shhown in Figure
3-222 within thiis screenplaay. In this sttep, the Nod
de.js plays not
n only in the WebSo
ocket
servver but alsoo in the stream socket cclient in order to conn
nect to eachh robotic pu
uppet
accoording to sppecific IP ad
ddresses andd port numb
bers recordeed in JSON file.
Figure 3-223 shows after
a
the streeam sockets have been
n created, th
the Node.js will
pickk up the rooot scene, all of commannds that belo
ong to the timeline item
m will be seet up
to bbe executedd according to its desiignated delaay time. Moreover,
M
iff the commands
beloong to the roobotic pupp
pets, they w
will be taken
n into the socket array aand sent to each
robootic puppett through th
he stream ssocket. The sound effeects and muusic commands
willl be played by
b calling the external media softw
ware.
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Figuure 3-23 Co
ommand exxecution by Node.js
N
viaa stream socckets

When the present sceene has beeen finished, Node.js will check whhether the scene
has children. Iff it does, th
he children scene will be performed. Scenes that have more
m
thann two childrren will cau
use branchinng to occur as shown in
n Figure 3-224. In that case,
c
Nodde.js will send
s
a requ
uest to the DARwIn-OP robot to
t run the color-detecction
funcction. Afterr the user prresents the color, the result
r
will be
b send bacck to Node.jjs in
ordeer to selectt and perfo
orm the coorresponding
g color children scenne. If the color
c
distinction has failed threee times, DA
ARwIn-OP will return
n a signal too make Nod
de.js
pickk up one off the existin
ng children randomly in
i order to guarantee
g
thhe performance
proccess can conntinue. The whole proccess is illusttrated in Fig
gure 3-25.
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Figure 3-24 Multipple child nod
des cause brranching

Figure 33-25 Node.jss process
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In order to
t translatee different commands to specificc robotic ppuppets thro
ough
stream socketss, EPFS haas designedd three diffe
ferent types of packetss. Furtherm
more,
wheen the robotts have receeived the paackets, the command within
w
eachh packet will be
extrracted and executed
e
by
y the relatedd functions. The comm
mand with thhe type I paacket
reprresents the motion pag
ge, line or ffile name defined
d
by users.
u
On thhe contrary
y, the
typee II and III packets
p
con
ntain the exeecutable insstructions.
(1) Type I
As shownn in Figure 3-26.
3
The firrst characteer in the paccket is used as the identtifier,
whiich allows DARwIn-O
D
OP to tell w
whether the command is applied to the motion,
walkking or speech functiion. And thhe content of the com
mmand is aattached to
o the
rem
maining part of the pack
ket after the first characcter.

Figu
ure 3-26 Thee format of the
t type I packet

In additioon, EPFS alllows userss to extend any kind of
o robotic ppuppet into
o the
plattform for motion
m
and speech
s
arraangement. The
T new rob
bot’s packet
et should follow
DAR
RwIn-OP’s format by using the fiirst identifieer characterr, and the reemaining paart of
the packet willl contain th
he new roboot’s motion and line co
ommand. Inn this platfo
form,
the N
NAO robott is regarded
d as a new aaddition to the
t performance.
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(2) Type II
The Kinecct-based mo
otion files ccan be uploaaded to the web serverr and perforrmed
by D
DARwIn-O
OP. Each possture that is extracted from
f
a motion file will be individu
ually
writtten into a packet
p
in seequence. Eaach packet is
i similar to
o DARwIn--OP becausee the
firstt identifier character iss used and tthe remainiing part storres the detaailed commands
of tthe posturee. Figure 3--27 shows that the fiirst packet is designedd by using
g the
charracter “N” and the am
mount of poostures with
hin remaining part of the buffer. The
otheer packet stoores the dettailed posturre data with
h first characcter “B”.

Figurre 3-27 Thee format of the
t type II packet
p

(3) Type III
Figure 3-228 shows the
t packet tthat is desiigned to co
ontain a sinngle posturee for
conttrolling Biooloid robotss. The struccture of the command packet folloows the AX
X-12
actuuator datashheet [16]. In
n this thesiss, the 128 by
yte length packet
p
conssists of one byte
bloccks such as
a 0XFF, 0XFF,
0
Broaadcasting ID
D, LENGT
TH, INSTR
RUCTION, and
CHE
ECKSUM. The only exception is the PARAM
METERS block
b
whichh was calcullated
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as hhaving 120 bytes. In order
o
to usee the Synch
h Write instrruction to ccontrol mulltiple
actuuators at thee same time, the INST
TRUCTION
N block mu
ust be set too 0X83 and
d the
Brooadcasting ID
D block to 0XFE
0
[16].

Figurre 3-28 The format of th
he type III packet
p

3.5..2 Mobile Interpreter
I
r (MI)
In order too make the robotic
r
pupppet show more
m
portablle and easierr to perform
m, an
Anddroid appliccation has been developped as a mo
obile interprreter (MI). T
This applicaation
can be run on various
v
And
droid devicees such as a tablet or a smartphonne. Based on
n the
exissting MVC framework, this interppreter can bee regarded as
a a new Vi
View constru
ucted
withh the originnal Model an
nd Controlller. The ben
nefit of usin
ng MVC fraamework is that
the separation of the patteerns allowss for the deevelopment be finishedd in a clear and
efficcient way. Compared to ISAP, thhe MI is playing
p
the role that iss similar to
o the
com
mbination off devices within
w
a webb browser and
a Node.jss as show inn Figures 3-29.
3
Thee major diffference betw
ween ISAP and MI is that
t
the latter one onlyy provides basic
b
funcctions incluuding screen
nplay displaay and perfo
ormance.
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Figure 33-29 MI architecture

The Androoid device and
a the robootic puppets are requirred to conneect to a wireeless
LAN
N while perrforming. When
W
the dirrector has lo
ogged into the
t MI, the application will
upddate the list of screenpllays from thhe web serv
ver via Interrnet. Once tthe directorr has
seleected a screeenplay to perform, thhe applicatiion will ask
k the web server agaiin to
requuest the corrresponding
g JSON forrmatted screeenplay wh
hich is identtical to the one
founnd in ISAP. Like the fu
unctions bellonging to Node.js,
N
thee MI also hhas the abilitty to
creaate stream sockets to co
ommunicatee with each robotic pup
ppet. The JSSON file wiill be
inteerpreted intoo different commands
c
aand be sent to designateed actors att specified tiimes.
Furtthermore, the
t sound effects
e
and background
d music wiill be playeed by a buiilt-in
funcction accordding to the file name oof the musicc commandss. While braanching, thee MI
can pick differrent story paths
p
basedd on the reesults of th
he color deetection pro
ocess
com
mpleted by DARwIn-OP
D
P through thhe stream so
ocket.
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3.6 Hardwaare Archittecture
For drama performancces, the DA
ARwIn-OP Bioloid
B
and NAO robotts are choseen as
the actors ussed in thee EPFS b ecause of their hum
man-like ap
appearance and
bipeed-walking features. Fu
urthermore,, both of them are supp
ported by a Wi-Fi wireeless
netw
work that uses
u
an open source character which
w
allow
ws program
mmers to eaasily
develop a given robots baasic motionss or even vaarious new functions. T
Therefore these
t
roboots are usedd in the field
ds of acadeemic researcch, intelligent robotic ccompetition
n and
enteertainment.

3.6..1 DARwIn
n-OP
As shownn in Figure 3-30
3
[17], D
DARwIn-OP is equipped with tweenty Dynam
mixel
MX
X-28 servo actuators,
a
a USB cameera, MIC, speaker,
s
and
d multiple II/O devices that
incllude HDMI and USB ports.
p
The D
DARwIn-OP
P has the ability to operrate in real time,
and it also com
mes pre-instaalled with U
Ubuntu 9.04
4 operating system.
s

Figure
F
3-300 DARwIn-O
OP hardwarre
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3.6..2 Bioloid
The Biolooid consists of eighteenn Dynamixeel AX-12 seervo actuatoors and unffixed
unitts, which arre shown in
n Figure 3-331. The nam
me Bioloid was
w chosenn in the spirrit of
thatt all of thhe main mechanisms
m
of biolog
gical entitiees can be separated and
reasssembled ass depicted in
n Figure 3-332. This feaature allows users to hav
ave the ability to
desiign their ow
wn robots that
t
can addapt to a vaariety of diifferent envvironments. For
instance, snakee robots hav
ve the abilityy to climb poles
p
and sp
pider robotss are able to trek
acrooss uneven ground.
g

ure 3-31 Froont and rear view of Bioloid
Figu

Figure 3-332 Bioloid applications
a
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In order to
t connect to the Wii-Fi network, the USR
R-WIFI232--2 module was
chosen to as a controller that was atttached to the
t Bioloid
d’s back, as seen in Fiigure
3-333. The moodule enab
bles the B
Bioloid to perform acctions depeending on the
instrructions whhich have been
b
sent ffrom the platform and
d transmitteed to its AX
X-12
actuuators via TX
T pin. Th
here are tw
wo settings for USR-W
WIFI232-2, AP mode and
Stattion mode.

Fiigure 3-33 Bioloid
B
equiipped with USR-WIFI2
232-2 moduule

3.6..3 NAO
NAO is hiighly efficieent, program
mmable hum
manoid robo
ot developeed by Aldeb
baran
h been widely
w
useed in field
ds such as research, education and
Robbotics. It has
enteertainment. NAO robotts have 25 ddegrees of freedom,
f
and a variety of visual, audio,
a
langguage, moveement coord
dination, annd tactile sen
nsors as sho
own in Figuure 3-34 [18
8].
The sensoors mentioneed above annd the stron
ng, efficient design of th
the robot’s body
b
bothh contributeed developeers the abiliity to impleement creattive, powerf
rful and reliiable
applications baased on NAO
O.
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Figu
ure 3-34 Har
ardware fram
mework of NAO
N

3.6..4 Smart Device
D
The smartt and handh
held device hhas becomee popular fo
or daily hum
man application.
Devvices such as
a smartphones and tabblets are usu
ually equipp
ped with a vvariety of usseful
toolls like cam
meras, toucch panels, Wi-Fi, acccelerometerss and gyrooscopes. MI
M is
desiigned to allow users off all ages too play the sccreenplay fo
or robotic ppuppet show
ws in
a faast and sim
mple way. Therefore, thhe large sizze of the paanel provide
des users wiith a
bettter experiennce while reviewing thhe list of screenplays and operatting the rob
botic
pupppet show. The
T operatin
ng system rrunning on the devices plays an esssential rolee for
application deevelopment and usagge. Comparred to the iOS, Anddroid has less
restrrictions andd more marrket share siince its feattures like frree of chargge, open so
ource
and high degree-of-freedom.
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In additionn, the devicce should suupport Wi-F
Fi in order to
o create thee stream socckets
withh robotic puuppets. An mp3
m encodeer is also neeeded to plaay the musiic applied to
o the
sounnd effects and
a background. For rreasons outtlined above, the ASU
US MEMO Pad
FHD
D 10 seen inn Figure 3-35 has beenn selected as
a the mobille controllerr for the rob
bots.
Table 3-19 shows the main
n features oof MEMO Pad
P FHD 10.

Figure 3-35 Appearannce of ASUS
S MEMO Pad FHD 100

Tablle 3-19 The ASUS MEM
MO Pad FH
HD 10 produ
uct specificcation
Funnction

Descriptioon

Opperating Sysstem

Android 4 .2

Dissplay

10.1" LED
D Backlight WUXGA (1920x12000) Screen

CP
PU

Intel® Atoom™ Z2560
0 Dual-Coree, 1.6 GHz

Meemory

2GB

Graaphic

PowerVR SGX 544M
MP

Wiireless Data Network

WLAN8022.11 a/b/g/n
n*1
Bluetooth V3.0

Cam
mera

1.2 MP Froont Cameraa
5 MP Rearr Camera with
w Auto foccus

Auudio

Stereo Speeakers with SonicMasteer technologgy

Interface

2-in-1 Auddio Jack (Heead Phone / Mic-in)
1 x Micro USB
1 x Micro HDMI
3 x Micro SD Card Reader
R
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3.7 Software Architecture
3.7.1 DARwIn-OP API
DARwIn-OP is initially installed with the Linux-like operating system named
Ubuntu, which is a stable, easy to maintain, open-source software. The functions of
the DARwIn-OP robot can be divided into two modes, multi-threading and
single-threading. The muliti-threading mode includes motion, walking, Kinect-based
representation and speech functions. On the other hand, color detection is developed
in single-threading. POSIX（Portable Operating System Interface for UNIX）defines a
standard threading library named Pthread which can be used for solving the lip
synchronization problem. In multi-threading mode, the Pthread library allows for four
functions to be run simultaneously. There are six steps to operating a thread, as
depicted in Figure 3-36. Step1 is to declare the ID and attribute of the thread, then its
attribute will be set to default values in step2. Most importantly, the attribute of thread
must be reset by calling the function named pthread_attr_setdetachstate(). There are
two parameters, the attribute address and attribute value, both of them can be put into
the function. The value of the attribute can be divided into two parts ：
PTHREAD_CREATE_JOINABLE and PTHREAD_CREATE_DETACHED.
PTHREAD _CREATE_JOINABLE represents the thread and is created in a
joinable state, which keeps its resource until other threads have been destroyed. On
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the contrary, PTHREAD_
P
CREATE_D
DETACHED
D allows thee thread to be created in a
detaached state, which willl cause the thread to release
r
its reesources annd destroy itself
i
wheen all of its processes have
h
been ccompleted. In
I the otherr words, whhen the threaad is
creaated in a jooinable statee, the stream
m socket will
w get stuck unless alll of the thrreads
have been desttroyed. In steps
s
4, 5 aand 6, a new
w detached thread is ccreated that will
ment the co
orrespondinng function. In step 7 when
w
the fuunction finiishes
call and implem
its pprocesses, thhe thread will
w automatiically destro
oy itself.

Figure 3-366 The cyclee of a thread
d

On the coontrary, the color detecction functio
on is develo
oped in a siingle-thread
ding,
in thhis way thee color deteection resullts can be sent
s
back to
o the client.. Below aree the
speccifications of
o the previo
ously mentiioned functiions.
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(1) Basic Function
The basic function within DARwIn-OP can be divided into three parts: motion,
walking and speech functions. Once DARwIn-OP has received the type I packet, a
portion of the motion page or line will be extracted based on the identifier and
executed using its related functions. For example, if the packet is written as “A001”, it
means that the robotic puppet is requested to run the motion function in accordance
with the motion page (001) introduced in 3.3.1.
If the page number does not belong to the motion page, it will be translated into
the units used to set the step values in the x axis for walking function use. In addition,
the step values in the x axis can be manipulated in order to adjust the walking style of
the robot. The range of the step values can be set from zero to thirty units. When the
value is equal to zero, this represents that the robot will march in place. On the other
hand, the greater value is, the longer the length of each step will be. If the step value
is greater than forty units, the DARwIn-OP will begin to walk unstably. ISAP has
provided the user with four walking fashions: marching in place (zero units), small
steps (10 units), big steps (20 units) and strides (thirty units). Furthermore, the
“Chello” packet tells DARwIn-OP to run the speech function in order to say the line
hello.
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(2) Kinect-baseed Represen
ntation
On the othher hand, type
t
II pacckets will provide
p
DA
ARwIn-OP with sufficcient
infoormation to perform the Kinect-baased represeentation. Wh
hen DARw
wIN-OP receeives
typee II packetts, it will reserve ennough mem
mory space to temporrarily store the
folloowing postuure comman
nd by usingg the inform
mation that was
w receiveed from the first
packket. Next, the following postuures that contain acctuator’s pposition, sp
peed,
conttinuous_bitt, and execu
ution time w
will be utilizzed in representation. B
By doing so
o, the
key-poses captuured by Kin
nect can be applied to the
t robotic puppet
p
show
w.
(3) Color Detection Functtion
Once receivved the req
quest from N
Node.js, thee DARwIn--OP will exxecute the color
c
deteection funcction to maake meaninngful decissions. Hue, being onne of the main
m
propperties of color, is used to iimplement the color detection function. CIE
(International Commission
C
n on Illumiination) deffined Hue as
a an “attribbute of a viisual
senssation accorrding to wh
hich an area appears to be similar to
t one, or too proportion
ns of
twoo, of the percceived colors red, yelloow, orange, green, bluee, and purplle.” [19]. Figure
3-377 shows thee hue unit deegree is bassed on a scaale from 0 to
o 360.

Figurre 3-37 Huee scale
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Durring the proocess of collor detectioon, DARwIn
n-OP will take
t
an imaage via cam
mera,
whiich is shownn in Figure 3-38.
3
The im
mage is 320
0 pixels wid
de, 240 pixeels tall and has
h a
totaal of 320×2240 = 76800 pixels. T
Then an arraay is createed that conntains all off the
pixeels in the function.
f
Each elemeent in the array repreesents a sinngle pixel. The
funcction uses hue
h degreess to calculatte the simillarity betweeen each sinngle pixel’s hue
and the target color underr a given toolerance. If more than sixty perceent of the piixels
are found to bee the same as the targeet color, thee color card seen by DA
ARwIn-OP will
be aable to pinpoint the pix
xels that are the same co
olor as the target
t
color..

v camera
Figure 3--38 Image via

Table 3-20 shoows the resu
ult of colorr detection experiment,
e
, which is uused to deteect a
red color that has
h a hue degree
d
of zeero. In addittion, the valid-color biit is designeed to
checck whether the given color is regaarded as a taarget color or
o not.
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Table
T
3-20 R
Result of co
olor detectio
on
Capturred
Image
Colo
or
Reco
ognition
Am
mount of redd
pixels
/ total
t
pixels

1330 / 76800

109940 / 76800
0

25
5968 / 768000

46548 / 768000

Vaalid-color bit

False

False

False

True

Theere are fourr major colors includinng: Red (0 degree), yellow
y
(55 ddegrees), green
g
(1399 degrees) and
a blue (233 degrees)), which corrrespond wiith the coloor cards the user
has presented.

3.7..2 NAO AP
PI
With the assistance
a
of
o the middlleware, NA
AOqi, the NAO
N
is giveen the abilitty to
run a variety of
o functionss such as m
motion and speech by using
u
the reelated modu
ules.
Sincce NAO is regarded
r
ass a new typee actor in EPFS,
E
it is supported byy type I pacckets
wheen serving as
a a stream
m socket cliient. The co
ommand sto
ored in the packet willl be
extrracted basedd on the id
dentifier in order to ex
xecute a py
ython motioon file or ru
un a
speeech functioon with a line. M
Moreover, both
b
of th
hem are eexecuted using
u
mullti-threadingg in order to
o express thhe two differrent emotion
ns at the sam
me time.
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3.7..3 Tablet Computer
C
Android is an operatiing system bbased on Linux. It is mainly
m
desiggned for mo
obile
devices such ass smartphon
nes and tab lets. Andro
oid providess developerss with plentty of
APIIs to create different applications
a
which can
n be perfectlly matchedd with tools like
cam
meras, touchh screens an
nd sensors on smart devices.
d
Fig
gure 3-39 [[20] shows that
Anddroid contaiins three maajor layers: operating system,
s
mid
ddleware, annd applicatiions.
Thee middlewarre can be divided
d
in ttwo parts, the lower part
p includees libraries and
virtuual machinee; the upperr is for appliication fram
mework.

Figure 3-3 9 Android architecture
a

Unlike thee normal waay to prograam an Android applicattion in JAVA
VA languagee, the
Titaanium Studiio IDE pro
ovides user with exclu
usive APIs to developp cross-platfform
applications by only usiing JavaSccript, HTM
ML, and CS
SS. The reelated Softw
ware
Devvelopment Kit
K (SDK) should be iinstalled at first. Titan
nium will ppack the mo
obile
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web application into the native application that can be run on Android, iOS or
Blueberry OS.
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter describes the implementation of the platform. In addition the
interface and the functions that belong to ISAP and MI are presented. Finally, the
improvements made in EPFS are compared to the previously proposed platforms that
were mentioned in the Related Works section.

4.1 Development Tools
(1) Sublime Text 2
Sublime Text 2 is a cross-platform text editor for coding based on Python. It’s
available for Linux, Windows and OS X. Sublime Text 2 supports 27 programming
languages it also contains a mini map in interface and many theme options. Moreover,
the main features, expandability and customization of Sublime Text allow users to
have the ability to install a variety of plugins when they need to make Sublime Text
more powerful. The plugins include programming language, theme, syntax highlight,
etc. Therefore, Sublime Text is chosen as the main development tool for programming
JavaScript, CSS, HTML and PHP languages. Below are the three steps to install
plugins into Sublime Text.


Step 1：The manager of Sublime Text2 (packet control), should be installed
during the first usage. The process of copying the Python code is shown in
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Figure 4-1
4 [21].

ying the Pytthon code
Figure 4-1 The proccess of copy



Step 2：In Figure 4-2,
4 Press C
Ctrl +` to acccess the console and ppaste the Py
ython
nter. Then restart the SSublime Tex
xt to
code to install the manger annd press En
finish innstallation.

Figure 4-2 Pastingg the Python
n code into console



Step 3：Press Ctrl + Shift + P to open thee command
d palette andd run the rellated
hown in Figgure 4-3. Users
U
commannds like insstall, removve or list package, as sh
can typpe and insttall any pluugin by first executin
ng the com
mmand “In
nstall
packagee”.

Figure 4-3 Run the rellated commands via packet controll
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(2) Titanium
In order too develop a mobile
m
appllication usin
ng experien
nce in websiite developm
ment,
Titaanium is chhosen as th
he IDE for programm
ming on Android. Firstt users neeed to
regiister to be a member and then l og in to sttart using. Figure
F
4-4 shows thatt the
relaated SDK shhould be dow
wnloaded aand installed
d to work with Titanium
m.

Figure
F
4-4 A
Android SDK
K installment

4.2 Implementation of
o ISAP
In order to build up
p a highlyy efficient and
a
reliablee web servver, the LA
AMP
menntioned in 2.1
2 is taken
n to simulttaneously give
g
responses to num
merous requ
uests.
Furtthermore, with
w
the asssistance o f the hostiing control panel: ISPPConfig 3, the
adm
ministrator of
o the webssite is givenn the ability
y to manage multiple servers succh as
Apaache, FTP（File Transsfer Protocool）, and database.
d
The
T FTP serrver allowss the
adm
ministrator to update or exchangge files within
w
the website,
w
whhich make the
development annd maintenaance faster and easier.
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After settiing up a web
bsite enviroonment, thiss thesis has utilized a raational dataabase
as ddepicted in Figure
F
4-5 that
t providees users witth a screenp
play editing service and
d the
abillity to recordd related daata such as tthe screenpllay details and
a user info
formation.

F
Figure
4-5 Entity
E
relatiionship diag
gram for EP
PFS databasse

Thanks too the advan
ntages gainned by usin
ng the MV
VC pattern, this thesis has
utiliized CakeP
PHP [22] frramework tto constructt the architecture of thhe platform
m. In
addition, the prrocess of thiis website ccan be illusttrated in Fig
gure 4-6.
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Figure 4--6 Website flow
f
chart

4.3 User Intterface off ISAP
(1) Account Reegistration
As shownn in Figure 4-7, users need to sig
gn up for a new accoount, when they
w
for the
t first tim
me. After thee account in
nformation iincluding usser’s
logiin into the website
nam
me and passw
word have been checkked and acceepted, the user
u will havve the abilitty to
acceess the website.

Figure 44-7 Log into
o website
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(2) Home Pagee
Figure 4-88 shows wh
hen a user hhas logged into ISAP, the user is then led to
o the
maiin page. Thee main pagee shows an introductio
on of the diffferent perfformance ro
obots
and their speciific function
ns as well as a newsffeed which shows the latest functtions
avaiilable on thee website.

Figurre 4-8 Homee page
(3) User Tutoriial
Here are some tips listed in oorder to heelp beginneer users geet familiar with
gure 4-9.
funcctions of ISAP step by step, as deppicted in Fig

Figuree 4-9 User tutorial
t
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(4) Screenplayy Settings
In Figure 4-10, userrs can edit personal screenplays.
s
The screeenplay title and
desccription neeed to be filled in by the user. In addition, the user aalso can pick a
corrresponding picture as th
he cover off the screenp
play, and then select hoow many ro
obots
of eeach type are desired.

Figure 4-110 Screenplaay creation
Then, the newest scrreenplay is shown on far left side of the row
ow, as show
wn in
Figuure 4-11. Moreover,
M
in
n the new sccreenplay cover,
c
the ree-write and delete funcction
are provided inn the top rig
ght-hand si de. In the middle
m
left--hand side, the letters “D”,
“
“B”” and “N” reepresent DA
ARwIn-OP, Bioloid and
d New-type robots whiich play rolees in
dram
mas. Once the
t number of robots w
within the screenplay
s
has
h been deecided, it caannot
be edited withhout deletin
ng the entirre screenpllay. The tittle and thee description of
screeenplay need to be filleed at the sam
me time. Fiinally, user can click thhe “edit” bu
utton
to gget started designing thee details of the play.
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Figure 4-111 List of sccreenplays

(5) Scene Estabblishment
A whole screenplay
s
consists
c
of many scenes. In dram
mas, scriptedd events hap
ppen
in llinear sequeences. On the
t other hhand, if a user
u
makes a meaninggful choice that
causses branchinng, the actio
on will be ccalled non-linear [1]. IS
SAP allows users to ad
dd all
of thhe scenes thhat are needed in the sscreenplay, which include the inittial, middlee and
last scene. In Figure
F
4-12,, when addiing a new scene,
s
the sccene’s title and descrip
ption
needd to be filled in first, and the sccene selecto
or is used to
o choose w
what automaation
modde and threee-color card
d mode funcctions need to be utilizeed for the sppecific situaation
at hhand. Autom
mation modee means thee scene is lin
nearly playeed in an auttomatic fash
hion.
In oother wordss, the story
y can neverr be diversiified. On th
he contrary,, the color--card
modde allows auudiences to
o use a coloor card whicch can be reecognized bby DARwIn
n-OP
and also can bee used to picck differentt paths as the story prog
gresses.
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Figure 4-112 Adding a new scene

As shownn in Figure 4-13,
4
a scenne box has appeared to
o show thatt the new scene
has been succeessfully creaated, it has aan automatiion mode orr color-cardd icon on thee top
p icon on thhe bottom off the scene box that alllows the user to
left side. Theree is a tooltip
see a descriptioon of the sceene.

Figure 4-1 3 Scene box functions

(6) Scene Editiing
After creaating a new
w scene, thee user can double clicck on the sccene to ediit its
s
ng page is divided intto three maajor divisioons: the mo
otion
conttent. The scene-editin
libraary, music library, and
d the timelinne, as show
wn in Figuree 4-14. Thee motion lib
brary
provvides manyy predefined
d postures aand motionss, which aree classified as either ro
obots
or K
Kinect motiions. When dealing wiith DARwIn
n-OP and Bioloid
B
roboots, GIF im
mages
are motions annd JPEG im
mages repreesent posturres. The naame of the motion and
d its
duraation time will
w appear in front off the picturee when mou
use is placeed on top off the
speccific motionn. Secondly
y, the musicc library hass a diverse collection oof sound eff
ffects
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and background music

Figure 4-114 Scene-ed
diting page

In Figure 4-14, the timeline connsists of thee sound efffects, backgground musiic as
well as the mootion and sp
peech of eacch robot. Eaach scene only
o
has onee local timeeline
baseed on seconnds, which is designeed to solve the problem of synchhronization and
alloow for each performancce element to be precissely arrangeed. The filees in the mo
otion
and music libraary can be dragged
d
intoo a specific track in ord
der to add nnew event in
n the
timeeline. Figurre 4-15 (a) shows
s
the uuser picking
g up a motio
on file and dragging it into
a traack. In the next step th
he motion ffile needs to
o be placed
d at the desiired spot on
n the
timeeline. Finally, the new
w action apppears with its
i name on
n the timelinne along wiith a
boxx that repressents the starting and eending timee of the acttion, as deppicted in Figure
4-155 (b). Whilee taking filees from thee library thee user must choose a fi
file that mattches
the picture on the left han
nd side of thhe specific track wheree the actionn will be placed
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on tthe timelinee. For an in
nstance, the DARwIn-O
OP files can
n only be ddragged into
o the
DAR
RwIn-OP trrack on the timeline. O
On the otherr hand, it iss not possibble to put music
m
filess or other robots actiions into th
the DARwIIn-OP track
k. Only DA
ARwIn-OP and
Bioloid robots are supporrted by Kinnect, so Kin
nect files caannot be drragged into any
otheer kinds of tracks. Moreover,
M
a uuser can caancel the action by douuble clicking on
the box that reppresents thee action on tthe timelinee.

(a) Draggiing the motion file intoo a track

(b) New
w action boxx appears

Figuree 4-15 Addiing a new motion
m
into a track

Figure 4-16 shows that robots also have a speech fu
unction. If tthe user do
ouble
clickks on the blank
b
area below
b
the nuumbers the timeline a box will apppear wheree the
userr can type what
w he/she wants the rrobot to say. If the speeech box neeeds to be delleted,
userr can click the
t delete bu
utton on topp right side..

Figure 44-16 Speech
h function
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(7) The Relatioonship of Sccenes
The conteent for a sceene which thhe user has edited will be automat
atically storeed in
a daatabase. Affter finishin
ng the conttent of sing
gle scene, th
he linking tool is useed to
estaablish the reelationships between alll of the sceenes in the screenplay.
s
In Figure 4-17,
4
the user can drag the linking tools froom the source scene to the target; after this acction
wo boxes signifying the
he completio
on of
is coompleted ann arrow will appear bettween the tw
the linking process. If the user decidees to delete the arrow he/she
h
can ddo so by do
ouble
clickking on it.

Figure 4-177 Linking to
ool of scenee

m
than tw
wo child noodes in the next
Figure 4-118 shows a scene box that has more
leveel, which will
w cause brranching at the end of the
t current scene. Wheen an autom
matic
modde box is puut on the saame level w
with other co
olor mode boxes,
b
the aautomatic mode
m
willl always be chosen and
d processed first.
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Figurre 4-18 Bran
nching
(8) Motion Maanagement
In Figure 4-19, EPF
FS has provvided the administrato
a
or of the w
website with
h the
abillity to add or modify existing DA
ARwIn-OP and Bioloiid motions as well as any
typee of perform
mance robotts with speeech and mottion functions like NAO
O. The GIF
F and
JPE
EG are bothh supported
d as the forrmat of images in this platform to differen
ntiate
wheether this coommand is a motion orr a posture.

Figure 4-19 M
Motion man
nagement paage
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For instannce, the adm
ministrator hhas the abiliity to add th
he DARwInn-OP motion by
settiing the mottion name, correspondi
c
ing image, description and motionn pages in three
t
diffe
ferent actuattor speeds and
a times ass shown in Figure
F
4-20.

Figure 4-20
4
Motionn adding paage for DAR
RwIn-OP

Figure 4-221 shows th
hat the Biolloid motion
ns can be ad
dded by setttting the mo
otion
nam
me, correspoonding imag
ge, descriptiion, and uplloading the motion filee.

Figurre 4-21 Mottion adding page for Biioloid
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The new type
t
robot motion
m
can be added by
b finishing
g the differeent fields within
the page includding the mo
otion namee, correspon
nding imagee, time, com
mmand (mo
otion
file name preprrogrammed within the robot), desccription and
d image adddition (show
wn in
Figuure 4-22), which
w
helpss the user aadd the new
w robots mo
otion in a cllear and sim
mple
wayy.

Figure 4--22 Motion adding pag
ge for new ty
ype robot

(9) Kinect-baseed Motion Uploading
U
ffor DARwIn
n-OP
First the user
u
needs to install tthe Kinect SDK. Afterr the imitattion program
m is
execcuted, the user’s
u
movement can bee captured and
a recordeed by Kinecct. By uploaading
the imitation texture
t
file named “kiinect.txt”, th
he user can
n add the m
motion into
o the
robootic puppet show as shown in figuure 4-23.
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Figure 4-23
4
Uploadding a Kinect-based mo
otion file

(10)) Performannce Settingss
There are three stepss that needd to be com
mpleted befo
ore robots ccan be put into
mottion. Figuree 4-24 show
ws that Noode.js mustt be opened
d and left running in
n the
backkground. Thhe next step
p is to selecct a screenplay and set up the IP aaddress and port
num
mber of eachh performan
nce robot a s depicted in
i Figure 4--25. Finallyy, press the start
buttton to start the
t screenpllay.

Figure 4--24 Running Node.js
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4
Settingg IP addresses and port numbers
Figure 4-25

4.4 Android
d Applicattion for R
Robotic Pu
uppet Sho
ow
The appliccation is maainly designned to makee the show portable annd accessiblle. It
givees users the basic abilitty to perform
m only by to
ouching thee panel of thhe smart dev
vice.
Thee tablet and performance robots shhould be co
onnected a Wi-Fi netw
work first. Once
O
the user has loogged into the applicaation, screen
nplays will be automaatically upd
dated
gure 4-26. T
The applicaation
and downloadeed from thee ISAP webbsite as shown in Fig
P and
alloows users to select a dessired screennplay to perrform by settting up eachh puppet IP
portt number viia stream so
ocket. At thhe moment of branchin
ng, the appliication also
o has
the ability to pick
p
a differrent path foor the story from the reesult of the color detecction
funcction.
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Figure
F
4-26 Screenplay
y list on tablet

4.5 Improveement
There are six essentiaal parts of im
mprovemen
nt in EPFS shown
s
below
w and they will
be ccompared too the propossed platform
m I [9]and th
he proposed
d platform III [2][3].
(1) Casting thee Robotic Acctors
The previous work only
o
providees users to control the default typpe robots in
n the
w. EPFS can
c supportt any kind of robot that
t
has bu
uilt-in motiion and speech
show
funcctions. Users can uplo
oad or moddify their ow
wn robot’s motion com
mmands in this
plattform; thosse comman
nds and linnes can bee arranged into timeelines withiin a
screeenplay andd be delivered to speccific robotss via sockets. In this way, users can
desiign a dynam
mic show wiith their dessired perform
mance robo
ots.
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(2) Robotic Expression and Interaction Solution
The concept of using timelines within each scene to robotic expression and
interaction between robots, sound effects and background music in EPFS is similar to
how it is done by [9]. EPFS has developed visual timeline tracks within each scene
which allows users to edit the details of screenplays in a more accurate and simple
way.
(3) Effective Atmosphere
In stage, the entertainment elements such as lights, music and special effects are
essential parts of achieving a successful performance. In order to make robotic
puppets more vivid, facial icons have been presented on the panel of the smartphone
to express actor’s emotions [9]. EPFS utilizes sound effects and background music to
enhance the robotic puppets performance for the viewer’s pleasure.
(4) Dynamic Screenplays
In the proposed platforms [9][2][3], the robotic puppet show can only be
performed according to the sequential arrangement within a screenplay, no matter
whether the platform is event-driven or timeline based. In EPFS, the dynamic
screenplay divides the story into lots of scenes, each with a flexible timeline. The
order of those scenes can be easily arranged as the director desires by using GUI. Any
scene node having more than two children will create branching, which means that
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users have been given the opportunity to influence the development of the story. By
doing so, even if the screenplay is performed many times, the plot could still be
diverse.
(5) Motion Library Extension
While editing a screenplay, the authoring tool allows users to adjust the posture
of robot by setting the parameters of the actuators [9]. On the other hand, the platform
[2] only provides users with default postures and motions to use. Compared to these
two proposal solutions, EPFS provide users with a more intuitive and simple way to
add new motions based on Kinect into the platform. In addition, different Kinect
based files can be shared between users. Hence, a variety of motions will make the
robotic puppets more vivid and pleasing to the audience.
(6) Mobile Application
Smart devices that run on Android applications are applied to the robotic puppet
show in the proposed platform [9], and EPFS. Both of the devices are responsible for
sending instructions to puppets via wireless technology such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth.
The major difference is that the devices within the former platform [9] are used to
receive instructions that are extracted from the screenplay. It also allows robots to
implement motion, speech and facial expression functions. Thankfully, popular
performance robots have built-in controllers which have turned smart devices into
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screenplay interpreters and plot controllers in EPFS. Moreover, the device (tablet
computer) also has the ability to synchronously play sound effects and background
music. Therefore, As long as the Android devices and the robotic actors are connected
to Wi-Fi, robotic puppet shows can be performed anytime. Table 4-1 shows the
comparison between previous work and EPFS.
Table 4-1 Comparison between proposed platforms I, II and EPFS
Platform

proposed platform I

proposed platform II

EPFS

Bioloid

DARwIn-OP
NAO

Any kind

Vocal Expression

Yes

Yes

Yes

Web-based Authoring

Yes

Yes

Yes

Timeline

Event

Timeline

Expression in Motion
and Speech.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Interaction between
Robots, Sound Effects
and Background Music

Yes

No

Yes

Effective Atmosphere

Facial Expression

No

Sound effects
Background Music

Dynamic Interaction

No

No

Yes

Only Posture

No

Yes

Function
Type of Robots

Driven Type

Motion Extension
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusion
This thesis provide user with a GUI to edit personal screenplays rather than a
redundant and complicated way to control the robotic puppets. The screenplays
created by the director can be performed with not only robotic puppets but also
entertainment elements such as sound effects and background music. The addition of
new robot types and the extension of motion library features make this platform more
flexible and functional. The audience can interact with robotic puppets by using
dynamic screenplays which gives users the opportunity to not only be a viewer but
also to participate in the shows. For example, even young users who may not have the
ability to edit the details of screenplays; still can make interactions with robotic
puppets while branching. Thanks to the web based architecture, EPFS can be accessed
by any devices with a web browser or smart devices connected to Wi-Fi for breaking
the physical restrictions. As a result, the robotic puppet show can be presented any
place any time and will surely entertain any audience.
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5.2 Future Work
In spite of the fact that EPFS has many useful functions, there are still some parts
that can be improved or modified in the future. Three possible changes are described
below.
(1) Diverse Ways for Users to Interact with Robots
In EPFS, the decisions for branching are made based on the result of color
detection by DARwIn-OP. Presenting different colors in front of DARwIn-OP’s
camera is direct and simple but it still causes some inconveniences because the user
still needs to prepare additional color cards or operate the panels on the smart devices
to display the colors. Therefore, in order to make the interaction more convenient, the
color detection may be substituted for face or voice recognition. By doing so, more
interesting and significant scenario could be created when the audience interacts with
robotic puppets.
(2) More Performance Element
Sound effects and background music have been played in the show performance
in order to enhance dramatic tension. In the real world, a huge screen is commonly
used in concerts to project real-time videos and create an effective atmosphere.
Thus, the video can also be applied to the robotic puppet show to make the
performance more attractive and complete. The additional timeline track can be added
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within a scene to record the video arrangement, and the designated videos will be
synchronized with the robotic puppets, sound effects and music. Next, the video will
be played with a monitor or on the panel of smart device behind the robotic puppets.
(3) Key-pose Reduction
The Kinect-based motion files can be uploaded to EPFS in order to extend the
robot motion library. But there are still a portion of redundant postures that are
regarded as key-poses and recorded in the files. If the problem above could be solved,
then the size of motion files will become smaller, due to the fact that the redundant
postures will be filtered out. By doing so, the system resource and storage space can
be saved.
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